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This paper gives an automata-theoretical characterization f the OI-hierarchy 
(Damm (1982), Engelfriet and Schmidt (1977), Wand (1975)). This hierarchy is 
generated by so-called level-n grammars which are natural generalizations from 
context free and macro grammars in that their nonterminals are treated as 
functionals of higher type, i.e., they are allowed to carry up to n levels of 
parameters. The automata model used for this characterization is the n-iterated 
pushdown automaton. Its characteristic feature is the storage structure which con- 
sists of a nesting of pushdowns up to nesting depth n. The equivalence proof is 
given constructively, its method is illustrated using examples. By viewing level-n 
grammars as modeling recursive procedures on higher types the iterated pushdown 
automaton thus provides an operational model for the run-time behavior of 
procedures defined by recursion on higher types which makes the results of this 
paper interesting not only from a language theoretical point of view. © 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the main objects of formal language theory has been to provide 
tools and models for analyzing syntactic or semantic concepts of program- 
ming languages in an abstract setting. This paper provides an operational 
model for the run-time behavior of programs involving recursively defined 
procedures on higher types much in the same way as classical pushdown- 
automata correspond to parameterless recursive procedures. 
The storage structure for the n-iterated pushdown-automaton providing 
this characterization--originally defined in Maslov (1976) can be described 
as 
- -a  1-iterated pushdown-store consists of a (classical) pushdown-list 
--an (n + 1)-iterated pushdown store consists of a pushdown-list of 
pairs (pushdown-symbol, n-iterated pushdown-store). 
Clearly in an n-iterated pushdown-store we can distinguish up to n levels of 
nesting depth, which are numbered from outside in. 
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Figure 1 gives a typical 3-iterated pushdown-store. In the example we 
indicate the level of a pushdown-symbol (i.e., the nesting depth at which it 
occurs) by its index. 
A1 
A2 A3 B3 C3 "'" 
B2 B3 B3 C3 "'" 
B2 C3 B3 C3 "" 
B1 
82 B3 B3 C3 " '  
B2 
C2 
FlGURE 1 
Note that a level-j pushdown-symbol in an n-iterated pushdown-store is 
"flagged" by an (n-j)-iterated pushdown-store ( .g. A2 in Fig. 1 is flagged 
by the 1-iterated pushdown A3B3C3). We denote by ex-pd (i.e., example 
pushdown) the above store without he dots. 
Reading on the storage structure is determined by its inductive definition: 
only the top pushdown-symbols f the pushdown-lists "on the top" are 
accessible, hence A1, A2, and A3 for ex-pd. We choose to make the moves 
of an n-iterated pushdown-automaton depend on all top symbols. 
Popping at level j will delete the top level-j pushdown-symbol t gether 
with its flag. Popping at level 1 on ex-pd destroys the whole rectangle con- 
taining A 1. The result of popping at level 2 on ex-pd is shown in Fig. 2. 
A1 
B2 ~B3 B3 C3 
B 2 ~C 3 B3 C3 
Bt 
B2 
C2 
F~GrdPd~ 2 
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For the push-operation at levelj a choice has to be made with respect o 
its implementation, since the top level-j pushdown-symbol in general (for 
j<n) will be "flagged" by an (n-j)-iterated pushdown-store. The crucial 
observation is, that the information stored in the "flag" has to be passed to 
all pushed symbols (and not just to one of them), hence pushing involves 
copying. The reader familiar with indexed grammers (Aho (1969)) will have 
noticed the similarity to the "flag-passing-mechanism" in non-index 
derivation steps. Figure 3 shows the store resulting from pushing C2C2 (at 
level-2) on ex-pd. In the sequel we will abbreviate pushdown by pd, 
n-iterated pushdown-store by n-pds, and n-iterated pushdown-automaton 
by n-pda. 
Al 
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FIGURE 3 
Obviously, 1-iterated pdas are ordinary pushdown automata (and thus 
accept the class of context-free languages). Clearly 2-pdas are equivalent 
(using any standard notion of acceptance) to indexed pushdown-automata 
of Parchmann et aL (1980), thus by their Theorem 2.2 2-pdas are equivalent 
to nested stack automata (Aho, 1969), i.e., they accept exactly the class of 
indexed-languages. This paper extends these automata-theoretical charac- 
terizations to the language families of level-n languages in the OI-hierarchy 
(Damm, 1982; Engelfriet and Schmidt, 1977; Wand, 1975) using n-pdas, 
thus lending more support to the claim, that the OI-hierarchy forms the 
natural extension of the Chomsky hierarchy (Wand, 1975). In particular it 
shows how to implement the combination of copying and parallel proces- 
sing inherent in level-n grammars, which are generalized from macro-gram- 
mars (Fischer, 1968) by allowing nonterminals to carry up to n levels of 
parameters, by superimposing pushdown lists. 
The abstraction process leading from higher type procedures to level-n 
grammars has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Damm, 1982) using a 
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subset of finitely typed ALGOL 68 programs (see also Kott, 1977, for the 
case n= 1). We note that a direct attempt to simulate the run-time 
behavior of such programs on n-pdas turned out to be extremely difficult 
and could only be proved for n >~ 3 by imposing additional restrictions on 
the programming language (Klein, 1980). In Damm and Guesserian (1983) 
a stack-oriented semantics of this language is given using the concept of 
return-addresses (c.f., Gallier, 1981). 
To our knowledge, the concept underlying n-pdas was first mentioned in 
Greibach (1970) and then defined in Maslov (1976) to provide an 
automata-model for generalized indexed languages (obtained from indexed 
languages (Aho, 1969) by allowing flags to be flagged and iterating this 
process). Because of the similarity of structure--we will in fact use 
generalized indexed expressions as denotations for n-pdas--accepting such 
languages on an n-pda is straightforward. The opposite inclusion demands 
a series of normalizations and is sketched in Maslov (1976). Damm and 
Guessarian (1983) discuss related topids in the framework of recursive 
automata-theory (Engelfriet, 1982, 1983). Engelfriet (1983) characterizes 
various models of n-pdas (alternating, multi-head,...) in terms of Turing 
machine complexity classes and shows in particular that n-pdas induce a 
strict hierarchy of languages. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some notations which will be used throughout 
the following text. Equality by definition is denoted by := . If M is a set 
IMI is the cardiality of M, M* is the set of all words (finite sequences) over 
M, e is the empty word and M + :=M*\{e}.  The concatenation of 
w, vEM*, wv, is sometimes denoted by w'v, and w is represented by 
w=w(1) . . . . .  w(n) with w( j )eM,  lg(w) is the length of w, the set 
M n ~ M* is given by w e M n iff lg(w) = n; M (") ~_ M* is given by w e M In) iff 
lg(w)~n. For wl,..., w,, weM* ,  and al,..., a ,~M with aiv~aj for all iCj ,  
w[(al,..., an)/(wl,..., w,)] ~ M* denotes the parallel substitution of ai by w/ 
in w. 
09= {0, 1,..} is the set of natural numbers, and [n ]= (1 ..... n} thus 
[0] = ~.  Let M_~og, M finite, then max M is the maximum of M. If for a 
set M~--- ~ M x M, then ~---* is the reflexive, transitive closure of ~ and ~ + 
is the transitive closure of ~---, ~___n is the n-fold iteration of ~---. By alphabet 
we mean a nonempty finite set (of characters). Let S be a set (of sorts); M 
is an S-set iff M is a family M = (M s I s ~ S), where M s is a set for all s e S. 
We extend this notation to strings by setting Me= { ( )}, the set containing 
the empty tuple, and if w=w(1) . . .w(n)~S + the set M w is defined by 
M w = M w(1) x ... x M w~n). The S-set M is called disjoint if for s, r ~ S, s # r 
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holds M~c~Mr=~; the notation m~M means meU~s M~ and M is 
called finite iff l]~ s MS is finite. 
Let, M, N sets, f: M ~ N means that f is a total function from M to N, 
i.e., the domain off, domf, is equal to M. f: M- -~ N means that f is a 
partial function from M to N, i.e., domf_  M. pri: M1 × "'" × Mn ~ Mi is 
the tth projection function. 
2. N-ITERATED PDAs 
We start the formal treatment of n-pdas by translating the intuitive pic- 
tures of the introduction into a mathematically handier notation. We will 
write a pair (A,f), where A is a pd-symbol and f i ts  associated flag, in the 
form A [ f ] .  As a motivation, let us describe x-pd in an "index-oriented" 
fashion: then A1 can be viewed as a (base-level) nonterminal flagged by 
three flags f l ,  f2, f3 corresponding to the three pd-lists in the second com- 
ponent of the top of ex-pd. We attach the flags as a list to the nonterminal; 
hence the top of ex-pd is represented by Al[f l f2f3].  Following this pat- 
tern, we "unfold" the structure off~, f2, f3 yielding the expression 
, B2[B3B3C3] B2[C3B3C3]]. AI[A2[A3B3C3]~ 
f l  f2 f3 
I t 
topsymbols 
The full representation of ex-pd is constructed by concatenating the 
representation f its top and its bottom 
AI[A2[A3B3C3] B2[B3B3C3] B2[C3B3C3]] BI[B2[B3B3C3] B2C2]. 
topsymbols 
Note that the topsymbols accessible to the automaton appear as the initial 
segment of the expression. The following definition formalizes this notation. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let F be a set of pushdown-symbols. We define by 
induction on n the set of n-iterated pushdown-stores over F, 
0-  pds(F) = {e) (n + 1)-pds(F)= (F. [n-pds(F)])*. 
We denote by it-pds(F) (iterated pushdown store) the union of all 
n-pds(F). 
Note that a nonempty pds ~ (n + 1)-pds(F) has a unique decomposition 
pds = A [flag]rest 
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with A ~ F, flag ~ n-pds(F), rest ~ (n + 1)-pds(F). Unfolding this represen- 
tation yields 
pds = A1 [A2[...Ak[e] k-rest...] 2-rest] 1-rest] 
with k ~< n + 1 and j-rest e (n + 2 - j ) -pds(F).  We will identify A [e] with A. 
Let us now formalize the operations on the store. 
2.2. DEFINITION. (1) topsyms: it-pds(F) ~ F* is defined inductively by 
- -  topsyms(e) = e 
- -  topsyms(A [flag] rest) = A - topsyms(flag). 
(2) The pop-operation at level L popj : i t -pds(F) - -~i t -pds(F)  is
defined inductively by 
- - p o p j ( e )  is undefined (this case will not arise in 2.5) 
- -  pop1 (A[flag] rest) = rest 
- -  popj+ 1 (A [flag] rest) = A [-popj(flag)] rest. 
(3) For c~=~(1) . . . . .  ~(r)~F + the push-operation at level j 
pushj(c0: it-pds(F)---~ it-pds(F) is defined inductively by 
--pUShl(~)(e)=~, pushj+l(~)(e ) is undefined (this case will not 
arise in 2.5) 
- -  pushl(~)(A [flag] rest) = c~(1 )[flag] . . . . .  ~(r)[-flag] rest 
- -  pushj+ I(~)(A [-flag] rest) = A [pushj(~)(flag)] rest. 
Note that the execution of push,(c0 consists of erasing the topmost sym- 
bol (except when the pd-store is empty) and then pushing ~. 
2.3. EXAMPLE. Consider ex-pd in our representation 
ex-pd -= A 1 [A 2 [A 3 B3 C3 ] 2-rest ] 1-rest 
then 
topsyms( ex-pd) = A 1A 2 A 3 
and 
pop2(ex-pd)=A1Epopl(A2[A3B3C3] 2-rest)] 1-rest =Al[2-rest]  1-rest 
and 
push2(C2 C2)( ex-pd) = A 1 [pUShl(C2 C2)( A 2[ A 3 B3 C3] 2-rest)] 1-rest 
= A 1 [ C2 [A 3 B3 C3 ] C2 [A 3 B3 C3 ] 2-rest ] 1-rest. 
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In an n-iterated pda we restrict he operations on the iterated pds to those 
of level less than n + 1. 
Since 2.2 captures exactly the possible operations of an n-pda, the formal 
definition of its syntax and semantics i now routine and can safely be skip- 
ped on first reading. 
2.4. DEFINITION (syntax of n-pdas). Let n >~ 1: 
(1) Let POP:= {j-pop I je  [n]}, PUSH(F)= {j-push(~)l c~eF +, 
and je  [n] }, and TOPSYSMS(F) = F~n)\ {e}. 
(2) An n-iteratedpushdown automaton over a terminal alphabet Z is 
a structure d = (Q, Z', F, b, qo, z) with 
- -  Q is a finite set of states, qo ~ Q denoting the initial state; 
- -  F is a finite set ofpushdown-symbols with Z e F as start symbol; 
- -  the transition function 6 maps Q × (Zw {e}) x TOPSYMS(F) 
into the finite subsets of Q × (PUSH(F)u POP) such that if 
(q,j-push(a)) e ~5(p, ae, topsyms) then j~< lg(topsyms) + 1 and 
if (q,j-pop)~ 6(p, ae, topsyms) then j~< lg(topsyms). 
(3) The class of n-pdas over Z will be denoted n-PDA(X). 
2.5. DEFINITION (semantics of n-pdas). Let d ~ n-PDA(-Y) as above: 
(1) The set of configurations of d is Conic = Q × )Z* × n-pds(F). 
(2) The single step relation ~---~¢ ~Con~, × Con~, of d is determined 
by (p, w, pds) ~---~ (q, v, pds') iff 
6(p, ae, topsyms(pds))~ (q,j-push(cQ) and aev=w and pds'= 
push;(~)(pds) or 
(~(p, ae, topsyms(pds) ) ~ (q,j-pop) and aeV = w and pds' = pop;(pds). 
(3) The language accepted by d (with empty store) is defined by 
L (d )= {w~X* ] (q0, w, Z) ~-~¢ (q, e, e)}. 
(4) The class of languages accepted by n-pdas over Z is denoted 
The usual techniques for pdas can be used to prove that acceptance by 
empty store, with final states, with final states and by empty store define 
the same class of languages. Rather than stating this exercise in automata- 
theory we give an example, which will be used throughout he paper to 
illustrate the involved constructions and thus has to be admittedly simple. 
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2.6. EXAMPLE. The following 2-pda accepts {a 2m ] m e ~o} by generating 
ZEZ...z] 
t P 
m-times 
and then iteratively erasing one Z at level 2, simultaneously pushing ZZ at 
level 1 (which causes duplication of the flags!), and if possible checking the 
input against he store. If m was guessed correctly, this will empty the store. 
Figure 4 lists the necessary transitions. The automaton starts by guessing 
As usual we represent a transition like cS(guess, e, ZZ) ~ (guess, 
2-push(ZZ)) by ~[~ ~ e, ZZ/2-push(ZZ). 
~ ~'x~ e,Z/2-push(Z) Je, ZZ/2-push(ZZ) 
- -  ~pop 
~ a, Z/l-pop 
e, ZZ/2-pop ~., ZZ/1-push(ZZ) 
( 
FIGURE 4 
We give an accepting configuration sequence for aS: 
(guess, a s, Z) ~-- (guess, a s, Z [Z] )  ~-~ (guess, a 8, Z[ZZZ]) 
(copy, a s, Z[ ZZ] ) ~ (erase, a s, Z[ ZZ] Z[ ZZ] ) 
(copy, a s, Z[ Z] Z[ ZZ] ) w-- (erase, a 8, Z[ Z] Z[ Z] Z[ ZZ] ) 
~-- (copy, a 8, ZZ[ Z] Z[ ZZ] ) w-- (check, a s, ZZZ[ Z] Z[ ZZ] ) 
(check, a 6, Z[Z] Z[ZZ]) ~ (copy, a 6, ZZ[ZZ]) 
F-- (check, a 6, ZZZ[ZZ]) ~ (check, a 4, Z[ZZ]) ~-£ (check, e, e) 
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While Example 2.6 is simple, it does illustrate the control of copying on 
lower levels by higher levels. Superimposing this idea to up to n-levels leads 
to the characteristic n-exponential growth of the languages in the n th level 
of the OI-hierarchy. 
We note that restricting the push-operation by just passing one copy of 
the associated flag to the leftmost symbol pushed still takes us outside the 
context-free languages (see Goerdt and Vogler, 1985, for an example of a 
restricted 2-pda recognizing {anbncnln ~co}). However, a model of n-pda's 
which passes only one copy of the associated flag to the rightmost symbol 
pushed would only accept context-free languages (Goerdt and Vogler, 
1985). 
We close this section by normalizing the length of the strings to be 
pushed. This will simplify the construction i the following section. 
2.7. LEMMA. 
/f 
Proof 
Case 1. 
and 
Any n-pda d is equivalent to an n-pda d '  satisfying 
cS'(q, ae, topsyms(pds)) ~ (p,j-push(~)) then lg(~) = 2. 
Apply the following transformations: 
6(q, ae, A1 . . . . .  Ak) ~ (p,j-push(X) ) is replaced by 
6'(q, ae,  A 1 . . . . .  Ak) ~ ([p,j-pop ],j-push(XX)) 
6'([p,j-pop], e, A I ' "  X... Ak)= {(p,j-pop)}. 
Case 2. 6(q, ae,  topsyms(pds)) ~ (p,j-push(~)) with ~=AI"".Ak and 
k ~> 3 is simulated using states [p, ~, r] where r is counted ownward from 
k -  1 to 1 while pushing the corresponding length-2 substring of ~. | 
3. SIMULATING N-PDA's BY LEVEL-N GRAMMARS 
We now show that n-iterated pdas can be simulated by level-n grammars, 
which generate the nth language family in the OI-hierarchy. Let us start 
this section by showing how a level-2 grammar would generate the example 
language of 2.6. 
3.1. EXAMPLE. The grammar has three nonterminals start, copy, and 
guess. It starts by calling guess with the symbol "a" at first level and the 
symbol for the empty string at level 0 (hence guess expects two one-element 
lists as parameters); guess nondeterministically generates m calls of the 
copy functional, which applies its first argument list twice to its zero-level 
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argument list. The formal parameters at level 1 and level 0 are Yl and Yo, 
respectively: 
start ~ guess(a)(e) copy(yl)(Yo) ~ Yl(Yl(Yo)) 
guess(yt)(yo) --* guess(copy(yl))(yo) [ YI(Yo). 
The following outside--in derivation shows how to generate abe (using 
the ALGOL 60 copy-rule). 
start =~ guess(a)(e) => guess(copy(a) )(e) =~ guess(copy(a)))(e) 
=> guess( eopy3( a) )( e ) => copy( copy2( a ) )( e ) 
=> copy( copy( a ) )( copy2( a )( e ) ) 
=~ copy(a)(eopy(a)(copy2(a)(e)  ) 
aZ( copy( a )( copy2( a )( e ) ) ) 
=~ a4(copy(a)(copy(a))(e)) *~ aSe. 
Again the example is typical in exhibiting the inherent copying power of 
higher level grammars: by successively applying j-level copy-functions to 
( j-1)- level copy-functions (with j decreasing from n to 1) it is easy to 
generate functions with n-exponential growth. Note that copying has to be 
explicitly specified in higher level grammars by double occurrences of some 
formal parameter. 
The example is special in that it contains no parallel processing: both 
parameterlists have length 1. It is essentially the power of parallelism which 
will be exploited when simulating n-pdas. 
We now briefly review the formal definition of level-n grammars (Damm, 
1982). The concept of level of parameter lists is formalized by associating to 
each nonterminal a functional type over the base type 1 (denoting formal 
languages). The right-hand sides of productions in a level-n grammar con- 
sist of finitely typed applicative terms over nonterminals, terminals, and 
formal parameters. 
3.2. DEFINITION (syntax of  level-n grammars). (1) The o)-set of derived 
types over the base type 1, D = (Dn ln  ~ ~), is defined inductively by 
D°={i}, D"+I=(D")*×D ". 
Let n-D=[ Jm<~D m. 
Note that each r e D ~ +1 has a unique decomposition 
(an,(~n 1,--', (~0,1)''' )) with ~jE(DJ) *. 
(2) If z~D j, we say that z has (functional)levelj. 
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For ~ • D" with n ~> 1 we define inductively the arity of v by 
arity(i", I) = n 
arity(c¢, z )=max {lg(u), arity(~), arity(~(i))l 1 ~< i~<lg (~)}. 
Now let n >1 1. 
(3) Let the disjoint (n-D)-set  Y offormalparameters be given by 
Y~={YI,~,Y2,*,'"}" 
Let N denote a disjoint (n-D)-set  of nonterminals, and Z an alphabet 
of terminals. The (n-D)-set T~,N, r of applicative terms over Z, N and Y is 
the smallest (n -  D)-set T satisfying 
e~ T l, Z___ T (l'~), N ~ u Y¢ ~ T ¢ 
if toe T (~'° and t•  T ~ then tot• T ¢. 
Whenever the subscripts N and/or Y are omitted in Tz.u,r, the set of 
applicative terms is not allowed to contain symbols of the respective sets. 
(4) For t e ~z,u,Y, we denote by par(t) the set of formal parameters 
occurring in t, type(t) the type z of t and level(t) the functional level of its 
type. 
(5) For te ~.U,r  and z as in (1), we define t~. := ty~."y~o, where for 
~e (D J) *, y~ = (Yl,~(1),..., Yr,~(r)) • Y~. 
(6) A level-n grammar over a terminal alphabet Z is a structure 
G = (N, Z, P, S) where 
- - N  is a finite disjoint (n-D)-set  of nonterminals and SeN ~ is the 
startsymbol 
- -  P is a finite set of productions of the form A,~ --+ t with A • N * for 
some z and t e TI, N,y s.t. par(t)_  par(A~). 
(7) The class of level-n grammars over Z is denoted n-N2(Z)  
(where N2 abbreviates nondeterministic 2-schemes, ee Datum, 1982). 
Since terms can be uniquely decomposed according to their types, 
brackets will be omitted (except, for example, to increase readability); in 
particular, for a e Z ant t of type ! we write at rather than a(t). Note that 
Tz with the standard algebraic structure is isomorphic to the left-con- 
catenationalgebra over Z*; in particular, concatenation itself is not allowed 
to construct terms (cf. Bilstein and Damm, 1981). Through this 
isomorphism we may view our level-n grammars as generating languages. 
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3.3 EXAMPLE. It is easy to check, that the example grammar complies 
with Definition 3.2 using the types start: i, guess: ((1, !), (1, 1)), copy: ((1, l), 
(1, I)) and identifying Yl =Yl,(u), Yo =Yl.~. 
We refer the reader to Damm (1982) for a detailed discussion and 
motivation of this concept. Justified by the Chomsky-normalform esult 
proved in Datum (1982, see Sect. 4), we specialized the above definition by 
allowing only applicative rather than arbitrary typed 2-terms involving 
abstraction as right-hand side of a production. To generate strings using 
such a grammar, simply apply the ALGOL 60 copy-rule to calls of nonter- 
minals, where all actual parameters (down to level 0) are supplied. The 
level-n language generated by G, L(G), is the set of terminal strings 
derivable in this way from the start symbol. We will use the fact, that out- 
side-in derivations-- which in this monadic case coincide with leftmost 
derivations-- are sufficient o generate all trees in L(G) (Datum, 1982). 
It has been shown in Datum (1982) that the classes n -  ~o~ of level-n 
languages form an infinite hierarchy of substitution closed AFL's, which 
starts with the regular, context-free, and macro-languages. 
We now give a precise definition of leftmost derivations in level-n gram- 
mars. 
3.4. DEFINITION (semantics of level n-grammars). Let G e n - N2(S) as 
in 3.2: 
(1) The set of sentential forms of G is Seno = T~, N. Note that each 
sentential form can be uniquely written as wv, where w ~ X*, 7 = Arm'"  Vo, 
A ~ N ~ for some ~ = (a ..... , (a0, 1)...) ~ O m + 1, Vj ~ T~,N for j ~ {0 ..... m }. If V 
is as above, we denote by head(7) its top nonterminal A and k-list(v) its 
kth parameterlist 7k. 
(2) The derivation relation =~oc-SenaxSeno is defined by 
wy =~ sen iff there is a production AS --* t in P s.t. A = head(v) and sen = 
wt[y~Jm-list(v)]" [y~0/0-1ist(7)], where A has type (am,..., (ao, l)...). It is 
easy to see that sen ~ Sen6. 
(3) The level-n OI-language generated by G is defined by 
Lo,(G)= {weZ* I S 50  we}. 
(4) The class of languages generated by level-n grammars with be 
denoted n-~oi(X). 
We now turn to encoding the n-pds structure as an applicative term. 
Clearly, since a single move of an n-pda depends on all topsymbols of the 
current n-pds and the current state, and leftmost-derivations i  level-n 
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grammars depend on the head nonterminal, this will have to encode the 
current state and topsymbols, hence we take N to be Q. TOPSYMS. 
The construction will be such, that each computation step of the 
automaton will correspond to one derivation step of the grammar. To 
motivate our encoding, we consider the pop-move of Example 2.3. Recall 
that 
ex-pd= AI[Az[A3B3C3] B2[B3B3C3] B2[C3B3C3] l-rest, 
pop2(ex-pd) =A 1 [B2 [B3 B3 C3 ] B2 [ C3 B3 C3 ] ] 1-rest. 
Hence 
and 
topsyms(ex-pd) = A i A 2 A 3 
topsyms(pop2( ex-pd)  = A 1 B2 B3. 
The principle of encoding a pds can then roughly be described by 
the list of topsymbols i memorized in the top nonterminal 
the rests are memorized in the parameter lists in decreasing order. 
Imagine that we have encoded ex-pd, then this encoding would be of the 
form 
qA,AzA3( ) " ' (  ) 
where the parameter lists must in particular encode the subexpression 
B2 [B3 B3 C3 ]. 
Since the encoding of the popped ex-pd will have to start with q'A ~ B2 B3 
and the grammar cannot "construct symbols" this .nonterminal must be 
present as one entity in the parameter list. Thus the encoding of 
B2[B3B3C3] must contain all possible xtensions of this partially specified 
3-pds to a full 3-pds by providing all possibilities of symbols which may 
occur at level one (and states as well). We organize these different 
possibilities as a vector of applicative terms s.t. a pop-move can be 
modelled by a projection (i.e., a production of the form Ay~m.. "Y~o 
Yr,,r~k)+) which selects the actual possibility. Figure 5 captures this idea. 
- - - -A [8[C- - ]  ] - -  (AAABC() (  )( ) IAA 
I I 
topsyms head 
I I I 
"partially specified" 5-pds vector of applicative terms 
FiG. 5. The encoding of n-pds's. 
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In Fig. 5, ABC denotes the fully specified part of topsyms, with one 
possible xtension being AAABC. Clearly the type of the nonterminals has 
to be defined in a way providing for the storage of all possible xtensions in 
its argument lists. 
3.5. CONSTRUCTION. Let d = (Q, Z, F, 6, q0, Z) e n-PDA(Z) be in nor- 
malform according to Lemma 2.7. We will construct an equivalent level-n 
grammar G~, = (N, Z, P, S) e n - N2(Z): 
(1) Let kj := [QFJl and nrj: QF J~ [kj] denote a bijective numbering 
with inverse wj (for 0 <~j<n). 
(2) The types needed can be defined inductively by 
%:=!, rj+l:=(r~J, zj)eDJ+l for O<<,j<n 
(where zk abbreviates zz'"~, k times). 
(3) The (n-D)-set of nonterminals i  defined by 
N'°:={S}vQ, N~J+I:=QF j+l for O<<,j<n. 
(4) For l~j<~n we define the encoding fj: (n+l- j)-pds(F)-) 
(T~; 1)kj-1, which encodes flags (partially specified n-pds's) which start at 
level j, inductively by 
fj(e) = (wj_ 1(1),..., wj_ l(kj_ 1)) (= all possibilities) 
for j  <~ k <~ n, f j (A j [ " .Ak[e  ] k-rest...] j-rest) = (w j_ l ( l )  Aj "'" 
Akfk(k-rest) " ' f j  (j-rest),..., Wj_l(kj_ 1)Aj ... Akfk(k-rest)"'" fj(j-rest)). 
Note that A j, Ak are just arbitrary symbols in F. The subscript is merely 
given for convenience of indicate the level of their occurrence. 
(5) The coding of configurations ed: Q x n-pds(F) -, T~ into senten- 
tial forms is given by 
(q, pds) ~ pr~°(qJ(fl(pds)). 
We pause in the formal construction to illustrate the encoding by 
3.6. EXAMPLE. Consider the 3-pds, pds=_A[_B[AB] B]. For simplicity 
assume Q= {q}, F= {A, B}. We take the numbering induced from the 
lexicographical ordering with A < B. To enhance readability, we have 
underlined ifferent occurences of A and B in pds in different styles. 
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cd(q, pds) = fl(pds) = q_A_BAf3(B) f2(ff) fl(e), 
= q_A_BA(qAAB(all3), qABB(all3), qBAff(all3), qBBB(aI13)) 
f3(_ B) 
!qAB(all2), qBB(all2)! (q), 
f2(_ B) fl(e) 
where all3 =f3(e) = (qAA, qAB, qBA, qBB) and all 2 =f2(e) = (qA, qB). 
3.7. CONSTRUCTION (continued from (3.5). 
(6) In the following definition of the set of productions P we 
abbreviate 
Y+ =Y4, 
(6.1) b (p ,  ae, A 1 " "Ak)  9 (q,j-push(BC)) iff pA 1 "'" Ak~---~aeqA 1 
"'" Aj-xBAj+I ""Akyk l"' 'Yi (Wj l(1) CAj+I "'" Akyk-1 "'" Yi-1,'", 
Wj-l(kj 1) CAj+I "'" Akyk-1 "'" Yi-1) Y i -2""Yo~P (in case ae=e we 
identify as usual aet and t). 
(6.2) 6(p, ae, AI ' "Ak)  ~ (q, k + 1-push(BC)) iff pA l ' "Ak[  
aeqAl""Ak B (Wk(1) C(wk(1) ..... wk(kk)),..., wk(kk) C(Wk(1),..., W(kk))) 
Yk- I ' "YoEP .  
(6.3) cS(p, ae, AI""A~) ~ (q, j-pop) iff pAI ' "Ak{  
ae-'Vnrj-l(qAl""Aj-l),~j Yi 2""Yo~P 
(6.4) S~qoZ(Wo(1) ..... wo(k0))eP (start production), q~eEP 
for all q e Q (terminal productions). 
Clearly the grammar G~ associated by the above construction to an n- 
pda ~¢ is a level-n grammar with size polynomially bounded by the size of 
~¢. Note that G~ has the special property that SenG~,~S*TJN . Before 
proving the correctness, we illustrate the construction by an example. 
3.8. EXAMPLE. Consider the automaton d~2-PDA ({a}) defined in 
Example 2.6. For simplicity, we reduce the number of states by one, 
yielding d le2-PDA {a} (see Fig. 6). Applying the transformations of 
Lemma 2.7 to dl  yields a normalized automaton d2e2-PDA(S)  (see 
Fig. 7). 
Clearly Zo = 1, z 1 ~--- (! 4, l) ,  "C 2 ---- ('r 4, T1). Abbreviating the states of d2 by 
qo = guess, ql = copy, q2 = check, q3 = [guess, 2-pop], 
the nonterminals are given by 
N~°={S}wQ, N~={qjZIO<~j<~3}, N~2={qjZZ]O<~j<~3}. 
643/71/1-2-2 
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~~X~e,  Z/2-push(Z) 
Q ~  e, ZZ/2-push(ZZ) 
e, ZZ/2-popNN~ 
~ -- e, ZZ/2-pop [,," ."~ "~ 
I  op, ) -  o,z/lpop 
e, ZZ/1-push(ZZ) 
e, Z/l-push(ZZ) 
FIGURE 6 
We choose as numberings 
nr0(qj) = j+ 1, nrl(qjZ) = j+ 1, 
P contains the productions (the numbers refer to 
diagram of d2): 
Start production. 
S ~ qoZ(q o, ql, q2, q3)" 
la qoZYml ~ q3ZZ(qoZZ(qoZ, qtZ, q2Z, q3Z), 
ql ZZ(qo Z, ql Z, q2Z, q3Z), 
q2gZ(qo Z, ql Z, qzZ, q3Z), 
q3ZZ(qo Z, ql Z, q2Z, q3Z)) 
Ynn 
nre(qjZZ) = j  + 1. 
the transitions in the 
e, ZZ/2-pop ( lb )~ 
"N~, ZZ/2-pop (2b) 
e, ZZ/2.push(ZZ) (2a)N i 
e, ZZ/2-pop (4) 
e, ZZ/1-push(ZZ) (3b) 
e, Z/1-push(ZZ) (3a) 
~ . _ @  a, Z/l-pop (5) 
FIGURE 7 
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lb q3ZZY,l,lqq Ynn ~ Yl,~a Ynn 
2a qoZZJ, ~ qoZZ(qoZZY,l,l~l, I, 
ql ZZY~,~m~I, 
q3 ZZY~1~m~I) 
Yml 
2b qoZZJ, ~ Y2,~ Ynn 
3a qlZ$ ~q2Z(qoZYml, 
ql ZYml, 
qzZYun, 
q3gYun) 
3b qlZZ~ ~ q2ZZy~lzl~l~ 1 
(qo ZZy~,  Ylm, 
q l ZZY~l~+m Yml, 
q2 ZZY~I~I~I~I Ynn, 
q3 ZZY~,~I~I~I Yull) 
4 q2 ZZ, [ ,  ~ Y2,~1 YlIII 
5 q2Z,~ --~ ay3. |. 
Terminal productions 
q j~e for j~ {0, 1, 2, 3}. 
The equivalence of ~¢ and G~ rests on the following key lemma. Let, for 
a production it~ P, =~,o~, denote a derivation step involving n. 
3.9. LEMMA. Let pds~n-pds(F)\{e}, t~Seno~,, ae62Ju {e}. Then 
3 pds' ~ n-pds(F), q ~ Q: (p, aew, pds ) ~--d ( q, w, pds') and cd( q, pds') ) = t 
iff 
3n ~ P \  {start production, terminal productions}: ed(p, pds ) :~ ~.o d ae t. 
Proof The assertion is proved by considering Cases (6.1)-(6.3). Let 
pds = A 1 [''' Aj ["" A k k-rest'.. ] j -rest". ] 1-rest. 
Assume w.l.o.g, a e = a. 
Case (6.1). Using the notations of (6.1) we have 
pds' = A 1 ["" B[Aj+ 1 [ ' "  A~k-rest...] j + 1-rest] 
C[Aj + 1 E''" Akk-rest"" ] j + 1-rest ] j-rest'- "] 1-rest 
18 
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t = ¢d(q, pds') 
= qA I " "BA j+ 1"'" Akfk(k-rest) • • • f j+ l ( J+  1-rest) 
(wj_ 1(1) CA j+ 1"'" Ak fk ( l - res t ) "  fj(j-rest),..., 
wj_ l(kj 1) CAj+ 1"'" Ak fk ( l - res t ) " f j ( j - res t ) )  
f j -  t( J - -  1-rest)" • • fl(1-rest) 
and 5(p, a, A I " "  Ak) ~ (q, j -push(BC))  iff 
pAl " ' "  Ak ~ ~ aqA 1"'" A j_ 1BAj+ 1"'" Ak Yk -  1"'" Yj 
(wj_ 1(1) CAj+ 1"'" Ak yk_ 1"'" Y j -  1) ..... 
Wj_ l (k j _ l )CA j+ l " 'Akyk  l " "Y i -1 )Y i -2""Yo  eP  
and 
ed(p, pds) = pA 1"" A k fk(k-rest)'-" fl(1-rest) 
=~G~ aqAl" '"  A j_  1BAj+ 1"'" Akfk(k-rest) "' ' fj+ l(J + 1-rest) 
(wj_ 1(1) CA j+ 1"" Ak fk (k - res t ) ' "  fj(j-rest ),..., 
wj_ l(kj_ 1) CA j+ 1"'" Akfk(k-rest ) ' "  fj(j-rest) )
f i - l ( J -  1-rest) • - - fl(1-rest) = at. 
Case (6.3.). Let j-rest = B j [ - "  Bmm-rest . . . .  ] j -rest' ,  where j -  1 ~< m ~< n 
Using the notation of (6.3) we have 
and 
pds '= A l l "  Aj l [ j - res t ] ( j -  1)-rest--.] 1-rest 
t = ed( q, pds') 
= qA 1 .... A j_  1Bj . . .  Bmfm(m-rest ' )""  f~(j-rest') 
f j -  l ( ( J -  1) - rest ) ' "  fl(1-rest) 
and 5(p, a, AI  " " Ak) ~ (q, j -pop) iff 
pA a ... A k ~, ~ aynrj_ I(qAI"'Aj-l),'cj-1 Yi -- 2 " " ' YO ~ P 
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and 
cd(p, pds) = pA l " ' "  A j_  1A j " "  A~fk(k-rest) • • • fj + l(J  + 1 )-rest) 
(wj_ 1(1) Bj.. .  Bmfm(m-rest') • " " fj(j-rest') ..... 
wj_ l(kj_ 1) Bj ' "Bmfm(m-res t ' ) ' " f : ( j - res t ' ) )  
fj l ( J -  1-rest)...fl(1-rest) 
=~ awj l(llrj I(qAI "" Aj  1)) B j " "  Bmfm(m-rest ' ) ' "  fj(j-rest' )
f j- 1 ((J - 1 )-rest)'" fl (1-rest) 
= aqAl" '"  A j _ l  B j ' "Bm fro(m-rest')'-" fj(j-rest') 
f j- l((J-- 1)-rest) • • • fl(1-rest) = at. 
Case (6.2) can be checked by a straightforward computation. 
By a simple induction on the length of the derivation and/or com- 
putation sequence, we obtain as a corollary to Lemma 3.9 the correctness 
of Construction 3.7. 
3.10. COROLLARY. L(~') =L(G~).  
Proof  It is easy to prove by induction on m--using the start produc- 
tion in the base step and Lemma 3.9 in the induction step--the following 
property (1): Let sen ~ Sena~,, v, w ~ S*. Then tpds ~ n-pds(F), q ~ Q: 
(qo, vw, Z)  E- (q, w, pds) and cd(q, pds) = sen (1) 
iff 
S m+lvsen .  =e> G sg 
Assuming (1), we have in particular 
v ~ L (d )  iff (qo, v, Z) w~* (q, e, e) 
+ 
iff S =~ ~,  vq =~ Go,, ve 
since ed(q, e) = q and by 3.7, Case (6.4) iff v ~ L(G~,). | 
4. IMPLEMENTING LEVEL-N GRAMMARS BY N-PDA's  
The implementation will be such that a single derivation step in a level-n 
grammar G is simulated by a sequence of moves of the constructed n-pda. 
We therefore have to encode the sentential forms of G as elements of n-pds. 
Consider first the problem of encoding the set of monadic terms; in such a 
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term all parameter lists have length less than two, i.e., for any sub- 
expression of the form t(tl ..... tin) we have m ~< 1. Note, that in the monadic 
case a sentential form sen E Seno can be uniquely written in the form 
sen = sen1(' • • (senk(C))'' ") (2) 
where each senj is of type (I, 1) and C is some constant symbol of type 1 
(w.l.o.g. we can in fact assume C = e, c.f. Theorem 4.2). We call sen t a factor 
of sen. The coding reed of such a monadic term into an n-iterated 
pushdown store can be explained by 
- - the  head nonterminal should appear as the rightmost opsymbol, 
i.e., the leftmost symbol having no flag 
- -by  viewing application of a term t of type (i, 1) to a string as 
concatenation, split sen=sen l ( " ' ( senk(e) ) ' " )~Senc  i to its factors 
sen1,..., senk and concatenate he coding of the factors. 
Each factor sen t can be pictured as 
A( ,.(mp,.))( m-l(mp, , -  1))" '" ( 1 (mPl)), 
T T T 
where A is some symbol of level m + 1 and the mpi (minimal parameters) 
are symbols of level i (depending on j); the notation - - i (mp i )  
abbreviates a term of level i, whose structure can be depicted as 
i (mpi) -- B(s m _ 1)''" (Si+ 1) (S1(  " ' '  (sk(mPi)) "" ")), 
L 
Si 
where B is some symbol of level m >~ i, sr is a term of level r (i ~< r ~< m - 1 ), 
s p is a term of level i+  1 (1 ~<p ~< k), depending on i and j. Such a factor is 
-roughly- coded as 
mp~['-- mpm_aEmp,,[A mcd( m)] mcd(--~,, ,_  ~)] ' '  .mcd( ~)]. 
Let us explain the idea underlying the encoding med using the simple 
term A(B)(C). (Note that B and C are the minimal parameters of this 
term.) Out of the two natural possibilities (which put symbols of equal 
functional level on equal nesting depth of the iterated pushdown) to encode 
this term--A[B[C]] or C[B[A]]-- ,  we have to choose the latter: a 
derivation-step of the form A(B)(C)::> B(C) (as induced by a "projection- 
rule" A(yl)(yo)~yl(yo)) can only be simulated by a pop-move at the 
nesting depth of A, which in the former case would throw away the infor- 
mation regarding B and C. 
In general, we will have more complicated terms in place of B and C, as, 
e.g., in A(s(B'))(t(C')), c.f., the above analysis. In order to extend the above 
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idea to more complicated expressions, we have to isolate an invariant 
feature of both expressions. The above analysis has shown, that minimal 
parameters always exist, thus these will be encoded as topsymbols of the 
iterated pushdown at a nesting depth equal to their functional level. 
Now we discuss the placement of the encoding of s and t (cf., the above 
example). Consider again a derivation step induced by a projection-rule: 
A(s(8'))(t(C'))~s(~')(t(C')). 
Clearly the encoding of s must appear on the top of the iterated pushdown 
following the corresponding pop-move of the automaton. Therefore this 
encoding is stored following A; this also satisfies the principle that 
functional levels match nesting depths. Similarly, t has to be encoded 
following B', yielding 
C'[B'[A mcd(s)] mcd(t)] 
as representation f the applicative term A(s(B'))(t(C')). The inductive 
process is illustrated in the following example. 
4.1. EXAMPLE. Let 
sen = A3(B4(A'3)(A'3'(C2)))(C'2(A 1 ))(A~"(A2)(A'I)(e)). 
2T T T T 
I LI I 
sen I sen 2 
Here the level of a symbol is indicated by its subscript and different 
occurrences of the same symbol are distinguished by primes. 
Then 
meal(sen2) = A'~ [Az[A ~'] ] 
and 
meal(sen1) = AI[C2[A3 med(B4(A'3)(A;')] med(C~)]. 
2 
Note that - -2  is not a syntactically correct erm; in the formal treat- 
ment this will be taken care of by introducing an auxiliary function omit, 
which transforms an iterated pushdown store of the form A [Y] into y. 
Thus we define 
med(Bn( A'3)(A ~') = omit(mcd( B4(A'3)(A ~'( C2) ) ) ) 
2 T T 
= omit(Cz[A'3[B4] A'3']) 
= A;EB4]  A';. 
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Hence 
mcd(sen) = AI[Cz[A3A'3[B4] A'3'] C'23 A'I[A2[A~"]]. 
The reader might wonder, why the automaton has direct access to all 
minimal parameters of a given sentential form while derivation-steps in the 
corresponding OI-grammar depend only on the head-nonterminal. By 
applying construction 3.7 to the automaton implementing the grammar, it 
can be seen, however, that this finite structural information can in fact be 
encoded into nonterminals. This is possible because the amount of infor- 
mation to be memorized is bounded by some constant (linearly) depending 
on the size of the grammar. 
It is crucial for the extension of this encoding to non-monadic terms to 
observe, that sentential forms generated by level-n grammars in Chomsky 
normalform (CNF) have a characterstic feature, which makes a 
"linearization" into monadic terms possible. To explain this property, let us 
recall the following result from Datum (1982). 
4.2. THEOREM. Let n >~ 1. Any G' e n -  N2(Z) /s equivalent o a level-n 
grammar G = (N, S, S, P) satisfying 
- -S  is the only nonterminal of type ! 
- -  all A E N \  {S} have exactly one parameter at level 0 
- -  all A ~ N\  {S} use only nonempty parameter lists 
- -  all productions in P are of one of the following forms: 
(la) Ay13 ~ayl,l 
(lb) AYla~Yla 
(2a) Ayl, I~ B(Cyxa) 
(2b) AY~m'"Yl,I--*B(ClY~m,..., CkY~m)Y~m 1""Y13 
(3) A~.~ BJ, with type A=type B of levelm+ l 
(4a) A(Yl,o,I), Y2,(|,I))(YI,I)-->YI,(|,I)(Y2,(I,I)(Yl,I)) 
(4b) AY~,,'"Y13 ~ Yl,~m(1)(Yl,~m(2)Y~_~,..., Yk,~m(~) Y~m-~) 
y~,, 2""yl,landm>~2 
(5) AY~m'" "Y13~Yj,~m(y) Y~m-1" "'Y13 
(6) AY~m'"Yl,! --~ O(Cl ..... Ck) Yc~m'"Yl,l 
(7) S~Ae 
- -  s i ze  (G) ~<p(size (G')) for some polynomial p (independent of G' ). 
Proof Specialize the Chomsky normalform Theorem 7.3 in Datum 
(1982) to the monadic case as in the Proof of 7.17 in Damm (1982) and 
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apply the following transformation to get rid of the empty parameter list 
which is not eliminated in Damm (1982). Let the standard (integer-) types i
for i ~> 0 be defined by 0 = 1, i + 1 = (i, i) and let for each i # ! a new nonter- 
minal Zi be given and let Z~ = S. The occurring types which contain e are 
transformed by replacing e with the integer-type of the appropriate l vel. In 
the rules of the grammar the empty parameter list is replaced by the 
corresponding Zj. | 
The following two features of such a grammar G will be exploited: 
- -a l l  sentential forms can be uniquely decomposed into factors as in 
(2) (i.e., function application at the base level can be viewed as con- 
catenation) 
- -G  passes all actual parameter lists only as a whole (case (1), (2), 
(3), (6)) except for possibly decomposing its highest level parameter lists. 
The second property induces a characteristic of G's sentential forms which 
allows for a coding into monadic applicative terms: parameters belonging 
to the same nonterminal and occurring at the same functional evel differ at 
most in their head-nonterminal. 
4.3. EXAMPLE. The following expression satisfies the above "symmetric- 
list property" (the subscripts indicate the functional level): 
sym = A 3( B3( C 3( E2 ), D3(E2)), F3( C3( E2 ), D 3( E2 ) ) )( G 2( H1), K2( n l  ) )( e ). 
The expression can be restructured without loosing information by com- 
bining the differing head-nonterminals into one nonterminal: 
A 3(B3 F3(C3 D3(E2)))(G2 K2(HI ))(e). 
? T 
Coding this monadic term by reed yields 
H1 [E2[A3 BsF3 C3D3 G2K2]. 
We now formalize the above concept of symmetric terms (which 
generalizes the notion developed in Fischer (1968)) and prove that (the 
nonterminal part of) a sentential form of G is a symmetric term. 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let N be a finite n -  D-set. Denote M the maximal 
arity of a type of a nonterminal in N. Let I=  {~t e U,,~ Enl (Dm) * I lg(a) 
(1) The set SL N of symmetric lists over N is the smallest set 
SL ~_ U ~ ~ i T~N such that 
- -N~_SL  for a~I  
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- -  A 1,..., A~ ~ N of level m + 1 and for j ~ {k ..... m - 1, m } Ij ~ SL  of 
level j then (A 1 :{m im- 1"'" ~k ..... A ~ L, fm -- i " " " fk) ~ SL. Let SL~N = SL  u ~ T~. 
(2) The set STN of symmetric terms over N is the smallest set 
ST ~_ TJz,u satisfying 
- -e6ST  
- -  if (slist) ~ SL~ ~) and t ~ ST  then slist t E ST. 
Note that for grammars in Chomsky normalform the parameter lists of 
level 0 consist of one component, hus we omit the bar over parameter lists 
of level 0. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let G = (N, ,Y,, P, S) ~ n - N2(S) be in Chomsky nor- 
malform. Then S ~ ~ wAIm " " to implies A~m " " toe  ST  N. 
Proof  The proof proceeds by induction on the length of the derivation. 
The base step is trivial. The induction step is proved by considering cases 
(1) to (6) in 4.2 as the last derivation step. As an example, we consider case 
(4). Types of nonterminals can be infered from their occurrences in these 
productions. 
Case (4a). So + wA(tl,  1, tl,2)to=~Wtl,l(tl,2to). By induction hypothe- 
sis A(tl,1, tl,2) to ~ STN, hence (t1,1, tl, 2) e SL~ '1)2. Thus (tlj) E SL~ ,I) for 
j ~ [2], and so tl,2 to ~ STN and ta,l(tl,2 to) ~ STN. 
Case (4b). Since 
~m 
I 
s wA(tm,,,., tm ) fm--1 "" to :~ Wtm, l( tm,2 [m -- 1 ..... tm,k tin-- 1) L~-- 2"' '  to, 
by induction hypothesis ATm" ' toeSTu,  thus i j eSL~ for jE [m] and 
t o ~ ST  u.  
Now consider the structure of tm,p~ T N with type(tin,p)= am(p)  , then 
by 4.4(1) there exist lists L,, ..... Sm~SLN and Ap~N s.t. for 
all pe  [k] level(Ap)=m'+ 1 and tm,p=Apsrn, Srn, 1" 'S in .  But then 
also 7" l=(AzSm,'''Smtm_l,..., AkSm, ' "Srnt  m 1)ESLN,  hence, 
Axsm," 'Smt ' _ lTm_z ' " to~STN.  | 
It should cause no problem to the interested reader to fill in the proofs 
for the remaining cases. 
Now that we have established the symmetric-list property for a suf- 
ficiently rich class of terms, let us combine the two conceptual trans- 
formations described above into a formal definition of the encoding of 
symmetric terms into iterated pushdown stores. 
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4.6. DEFINITION. Let N denote a finite n - D-set: 
(1) We denote the maximal arity of a type of nonterminals in N by 
M. We define the set FN by 
F N = {A I " "A  r [ 1 <~ r <~ M, level A 1 = '-" = level At} ~v {Z}. 
In case r = 1 we do not underline A1. 
(2) The minimal parameter of a symmetric list, rap: SL  u ~ 1" N is 
defined inductively by 
- -  mp(A1,..., At) = A I ' "  A~ 
--mp(A1 fm''" tk,..., Ajm""  ik)= mp(ik). 
(3) We define the auxiliary function omi t :n -pdS(FN) - - - -~  
n-pds(FN) by 
A 1 [A 21-"" [-A rn  m-rest ] "  .] 2-rest ] 1-rest 
A2["" [Amm-rest] '" ]  2-rest if 1-rest = e 
undefined otherwise. 
(4) The coding of symmetric lists sled: SLN- -*  n-pdS(FN) is defined 
inductively by 
- -  s i e d ( A  1 ,..., Am) = A I  "'" A r 
- - s led(A l im'"Tk , . . . ,A f im" . i~)  = mp(tk)[mp(ik 1 ) " ' "  raP(ira) 
[A I " "A  r omit(sled t,,)] ... omit(sled 7~)]. 
(5) The coding sted: STN -~ n-pdS(FN) of symmetric terms is defined 
by 
- -  sted(e) = e 
- -  sted(slist t) = sled(slist) - sted(t). 
We now describe the simulation of G's productions following the num- 
bering in 4.2. To ease understanding, Cases(4a) and (4b) in the construc- 
tion will be illustrated by a simple configuration sequence in 4.8. Note that 
the simulation of rules like (4b) demands the decomposition of complex 
symbols and in general copying of some part of the store. A simulation of a 
production will be completed if the automaton reaches again its "normal" 
state q. 
4.7. CONSTRUCTION. Let G = (N, 27, p, S) e n - N2(Z) in Chomsky nor- 
malform (Theorem 4.2). We define s l  a = ( Q, S, l "N, ¢~, qo, Z) ~ n - -  PDA( Z) 
by 
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- -  Q = {qo, q} 
w { [q, z~], [q, re, ~], [p, rE, 7] [rc ~ P is a type-(4a) production, 
= A1A2 E 1iN} 
{ [q, rc], [q, re, 7], [P, re, 7] [ r~ ~ P is a type-(4b) production, 
7 = A I ' "Ar  ~ I'N, level Aj > 1 and r is the length of the 
top-level parameterlist in re} 
u {[q, ~] [rceP is a type-(5) or a type-(6) production} 
- -6  is defined using the notation from 4.2; for r~ e P we have rc is a 
(la) production iff 5(q, a, A) ~ (q, 1-pop) 
(lb) production iff 5(q, e, A) ~ (q, 1-pop) 
(2a) production iff 5(q, e, A) ~ (q, 1-push(BC)) 
(2b) production iff 6(q,e, Aa "" AmA) ~ (q,m+ 1-push(BC1--. Ck) ) 
for all A i e/"N 
(3) production iff 6(q,e, A l " "AmA)~(q ,m+l -push(B) )  for all 
Aj ~ F N 
(4a) production iff 6(q, e, AaA) ~ ([q, hi, 2-pop) for all AI E F N 
("erase A") and 
(i) 6([q, hi, e, BC)~(q,  1-push(BC)) for all BC~F N ("decom- 
pose") 
(ii) 6([q, re], e, A~'"AtDE)  ~ ([q, ~r, DE], /+l-push(E)) 
("decompose and store DE in finite control to recall D") 
6([q, re, DE], e, A I ' "A ,E )  ~ ([p, re, DE], 1-push(AiA~)) 
("copy; memorize copying by changing state") 6([p, 7t, DE], 
e, A1.. .  AtE ) ~ (q, l+ 1-push(D)) ("replace the 'incorrect' E
by the 'correct' D") for all n > l >~ 1, Aj ~ FN, DE ~ Fu 
(4b) production iff 6(q, e, Al " "AmA)  ~ ([q, re], m+ 1-pop) for 
all AjGI" u ("erase A") and 
(i) 6([q,~-],e, A l " "Am_ iB i ' "Bk)  ~ (q,m-push(B~B2""Bk)) 
for all Aj ~/'N,  B I " "  Bk ~/ 'N ("decompose") 
(ii) 6([q, rc], e, A~."A ,B I ' "B~)  ~ (I-q, 7z, B1.. .Bk]  , 
l + 1-push(B2"- B~)) ("decompose and store in finite control 
to recall BI") 6([q, re, BI . . .Bk]  , e, A t . . .A tB2 . . .Bk)  
([p, re, B1.. .Bk],  m-push(AmAm)) ("copy at level m; 
memorize copying by changing state") 6(I-p, re, BI"" B~], e, 
AI"'  "AtB2" "'Bk) ~ (q, I+ 1-push(B1)) ("replace 'incorrect' 
B2" '" Bk by the 'correct' B~") for all n> 1 >~m, AjGI'N, 
B1. . .Bk~F 
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(5) production iff 6(q, e, A~ " "AreA ) ~ ([q, re'], m+ 1-pop) and 
,~([q, hi, e, AI""AzBI ' "Bk)  ~ (q, /+l-push(Bj)) for all 
n>l>~m-- l ,  B1.- .BkeFu 
(6) production iff 6(q, e, A1.. .AmA ) ~ ([q, re], m+l -  
push(Cl""Ck)) and 6([q, re], e, AI ' "AmCI" .Ck)  ~ (q, 
m + 2-push(B)) for all Aj E/ 'N 
(7) production iff 6(qo, e, Z) ~ (q, 1-push(A)). 
Note that the size of ~1c is polynomially bounded by the size of G. 
4.8. EXAMPLE. (1) Let n be as in (4a) of 4.2 with A=A2, 
A2(D3(F2)(G1)' E3(F2)(G1))(e) 7 D3(F2)(G1)(E3(F2)(G1)(e)). 
pds=GI[A2F2[D3E3]] GI[F2[D3]] G~[Fz[E3]] 
(q, pds) ~- ([q, re], G,[Fz[D3E3]]) ~-- ([q, re, D3E3], GI[F2[E3]])~- 
([p, re, D3E3], G,[F2[E3]] G,[Fz[E3]]) ~-- (q, GI[F2[D3]] 
G1EF2[E3]]). 
(2) Let re as in (4b) of 4.2 with m=2, k=2,  and A =A 3 and consider 
the expression sym coded in 4.3. Then 
sym ~ B3(C3(E2), D3(E2))(F3(C3(E2), D3(&)))(G2(H1), K2(H~))(e) 
which is coded to pds'=HI[E2[B3C3D3] E2[F3C3D3[G2K2] (q, 
stcd(sym)) ~ ([q, hi, HI[E2[B3F3C3D3] G2K2]) ~-- ([q, n, B3F3], 
HI[ E2[ F3 C3D3] G2K2]) ~ ([p,  re, B3F3], HI [ E2[ F3 C3D3] E2E F3C3D3] 
G2K2] ~- (q, pds'). 
Before proving the correctness of the construction we illustrate it using 
our standard example. 
4.9. EXAMPLE. We apply the above construction to the Chomsky nor- 
malform, G, of the grammar from 3.1 and 3.3. G is given by 
G = (N, {a}, P, start) with 
- -N '  := {start} 
N O'l): {A, B} 
N ((m)(l'l)'(l'~)) = { guess, copy} 
(Note that the construction of the CNF entails that guess and copy have 
different types as compared to 3.1.) 
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- -  P is determined by (in brackets we indicate the type of the produc- 
tion according to 4.2) 
la start ~ Be 
lb B(yLO ~guess(A, A)yt, ~ 
2 guess(yt,(13), Yz,(Ij)) Yl,I 
guess(copy(yl,o3), Y2,(i,1)), copY(Yl.o3), Y2.(i.l~) ) Y13 
3 guess(yl,(l,l), Y2,(I,I)) Yl,I --~ Yl,(l,I)Yt,I 
4 copY(Yt.d,I), Y2,(I,l)) Yl,! ~ Y1,(I,I)(Yz,(I,I)(Yl,I)) 
5 A(yl,i)--*ayj 3. 
The construction of the automaton ~¢ yields 
~' = (Q, s,  FN, (~, qo, Z) 
with 
CNF (7) 
CNF (6) 
CNF (2b) 
¢yv  (5) 
CNF (4a) 
CNF (la) 
Q= {qo, q} w {[q, lb], [q, 3]} 
w {[q, 4], [q, 4, P__QQ], [p, 4, P__QQ] I P, Qc {guess, copy}}. 
The maximal number of parameters in G is 2, therefore 
F N = {Z, A, B, AA, AB, BA, BB} 
{ copy, guess, copy copy, copy guess, guess copy, guess guess }. 
6 is defined by: 
(la) 5(qo, e, Z) ~ (q, 1-push(B)) 
(lb) 6(q, e, B) ~ (I-q, lb], 1-push(AA)) 
5([q, lb], AA) ~ (q, 2-push(guess)) 
(2) 6(q, e, A~ guess) ~ (q, 2-push(guess copy copy)) for all A1 ~ FN. 
(3) 6(q,e,A~guess) ~ ([q, 3] ,2-pop) fora l lA leF  u 
5([q, 3], e, P_QQ) ~ (q, 1-push(P)) 
5(Eq, 3], e, A~PQ) ~ (q, 2-push(P)) 
with P, Q e {A, B, copy, guess}, A 1 e FN 
(4) 6(q,e, Alcopy ) ~ ([q, 4],2-pop)foral lA~eFN 
5([q, 4], e, PQ) ~ (q, 1-push(PQ)) 
with P, Q e { A, B, copy, guess} 
6([q, 4], e, A,PQ) ~ ([q, 4, PQ], 2-push(Q)) 
6([q, 4], e, A~Q) ~ ([p, 4, PQ], 2-push(AiA~)) 
6([p, 4, P__Q_Q], e, A,Q) ~ (q, 2-push(P)) 
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with P, Q ~ { A, B, copy, guess}, A1 ~ FN 
(5) ~(q, a, A) ~ (q, 1-pop). 
The simulation of G's derivation steps is proved correct in the following 
key lemma. 
4.10. LEMMA. Let G=(N,S ,P ,S )~n-N2(S)  be in Chomsky nor- 
malform, and let t ~ STN, pds ~ n-pds(FN), v, w, ~ S*. Then 
3s ~ STN: t =~G vs and pds = stcd(s) 
iff 
(q, vw, stcd(t)) + ~---~c (q, w, pds) 
without entering q in intermediate computation steps. 
Proof By considering cases (la) to (7). We treat only the most difficult 
cases (4a) and (4b). A detailed proof is given in Goerdt (1982). 
Case (4a). Let r~=A(yl,~l,i), Y2,(I, I))(Yl, I) ~ Yl,CI,~)(Y2,0,1)(Y~3)): 
(i) consider first the simple case t=A(B, C) to6STN with B, C~N. 
Then t =~ s iff s = B(to) iff 
thus it follows: 
iff 
stcd(s) = stcd(B(Cto)) 
= BC steal(to) 
= pUShl(BC)(BC stcd(to)) 
= push1 (BC)(pop2 (BC[A] stcd(to))) 
= push1 (BC)(pop: (stcd(t))), 
and 
and 
t =:, s = B(Cto), pds = stcd(s), and rc ~ P 
G 
6(q,e, A1A) ~ ([q, zt],2-pop) foral lAiEFN 
6([q,~z],e,B..__C_C ) ~ (q,e, BC) fora l lBC~FNand pds=stcd(s) 
(q, w, stcd(t)) w- ([q, re], w, poP2(sted (sted(t))) 
(q, w, push I (BC)(pop2 (steal(t)))) = (q, w, pds). 
G~ 
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This proves the "~"  part of the assertion in case ~ was applied. 
Now observe, that in state q dG can only proceed by simulating one of 
G's productions and that--due to the new states--within such a simulation 
each configuration uniquely determines its successor configuration. Hence, 
if (q, v, w, sted(t))~-+ (q, w, pds) without entering q, this computation 
sequence describes the simulation of one of G's productions. In case this 
production equals ~, the above equivalences prove the "~"  part of the 
assertion by taking s = sted-l(pds), otherwise the "~"  part follows from 
the "~"  proof for the type of production applied. 
(ii) The case t=A(D~t.. .~l,  E i l . . . i l ) to~ST u with l~>l can be 
treated similar to (4b)(ii). 
Case(4b). Let ~=Aym.. .y13 ~ Yl,~m~l)(Y2,~m~2)Y~m ~,'", Yk,~m~k) Y~ ~) 
Y~-2"''YI,I" 
(i) The case t=A(A1,... ,Ak) t m I . . . toEST  u with Aj~N can be 
treated similar to (4a)(i). 
(ii) Now assume t=A(B~. . "  tm,..., Bktl ' ' '  tin) t~, 1"'" to~STN with 
l >/m. Then v = e and 
s~-B l{ l "  "" tm(B2t l  "" "tin 1,'", Bkt l ' " "  t -m- 1) t rn -2" ' "  to, 
I I 
:=  Frn-- 1 
thus, s ince  mpt  m_  1 - -  mP?m-  1, 
stcd(s) 
= mpt l [ ' "  ImpS., l [ ' "  [mpi l [B1 omit(sled i : )]  " ' ]  omit(sled rm- : ) ] ' "  "] omit(sled t l)]  sted(to 
nesting depth m - 1 Encoding of ?m - ~ starts 
at nesting depth m. 
= pusht+ l (B1) (mpt l [  • " Imp{m- l [ '  " " [mptt[B2 ' • ' Bk omit(sled tl)] "" "] 
omit(sled fm--1)] '"  "] omit(sled t l)]  stcd(to)) 
= pushl+ l (Bx)(mptx[  ' " [mpt . ,_  l[mptm[" • " [B2" ' " B~ omit(sled i l ) ] ' "  '] 
nesting depth m 
omit (s lcd  fm - 1 ) 
- . ~ I 
mptm[""  [B2""B  k omit(sled t l )]  "' '] omit(sled tm_ 1)] '" "] omit(slcd t l )]  stcd(to)) 
nesting depth m nesting depth m 
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= pusht+ 1(B1 )(pushm(mpimmpim)(mPTj ["" [mptm[" • • [B2""Bk omit(sled 7l)]'" "] 
omit(sled 71)] sted(t0))) 
= pusht+ 1(BI )(push,~(mpTm mpT,,)(pusht + l (B2  " " ' Bk) 
(mptl[-. • [mpTm[Bl"'B k omit(sled tl)] "'-] omit(sled 71) ] sted(to))) ) 
= pusht+ ~(B1)(puShm(mptmmpim)(pusht+ 1(B2"" Bk) 
(pOPm + l (mpt l  ["" [mptm[AmpTm + 1["" [BI' "" Bk omit(sled t/)] "" "] omit(sled i I)] steal(to))))) 
nesting depth m + 1 
= push1+ l(Bl(pUshm(mptmmpTm)(pushl+ 1(B2"'"Bk)(pOpm +i(sted(t))))) 
The assertion now follows as in (4a). | 
The correctness of the construction is an easy corollary to the key 
lemma. 
4.11. COROLLARY. For every G e n - N2(L') there exists dae  n-PDA(Z') 
such that Lo~( G) = L( ~¢c) and size(~CG) ~<p (slze(G)) for some polynomial p
(independent of G). 
Proof A straightforward induction using 4.10 proves 
+ 
3s~ STN: S =~c vs and sted(s) =pds 
iff 
(qo, vw, Z 1 ) ~2--~c (q, w, pds) 
(for "~"  induct on the number of configurations entering q). Since any 
computation sequence mptying the store will have to terminate in state q 
this is sufficient o establish the assertion. | 
5. CONCLUSION 
Though it was "obvious" to "insiders," that the n-iterated pushdown 
automaton- -which circulated in unformalized versions prior to the 
knowledge of Maslow's papers-- just had to be the automata model fitting 
level-n languages, the complexity of the encodings in both directions hows, 
how far apart both concepts are. We hope that the techniques developed in 
establishing 
5.1. THEOREM. For all n/> 1, n-L,¢oi(S ) = n -~d(S)  
will turn out to be useful in further applications, e.g., reducing the 
643/71/1 -2 -3  
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equivalence prob lem of level-n schemes (Datum,  1982) to that of deter- 
minist ic n-pda's  (cf. Courcel le,  1978; Gal l ier,  1981, for the case n = 1). 
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